Author Visit

On Monday 22nd August St Rose students came to school dressed on the Australia theme and began our book week celebrations with Author visits from Michael Adams ‘Spyfire’ and Tania Lacy the author of ‘Tracy Lacy’. The Author’s shared parts of their very interesting lives and a snippet of what to expect in the two new exciting book series. Some children met the author when they purchased signed copies.

What’s Your Story

In the middle part of the day our school listened to students share some special personal stories about their heritage and their local area. The children did an excellent job in preparing and presenting these wonderful stories. The best dressed in each class shared some great Aussie jokes and interesting Aussie fun facts in between each story.

‘Then and Now’ History Incursion

What better way to end the day than a live history incursion ‘Then and Now’ where the children found out what life was like to come out from England and make their home in this unknown land Australia’.